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Human Robot Collaboration and AI for Sustainable Production

Sustainability in Production and the role of Robots and AI

Human-robot collaboration (HRC) in manufacturing, recycling and 

agriculture

Main questions:

 What are the challenges and experiences when exploiting HRC for 

sustainable production

 Which are the interfaces that facilitate HRC

 What AI technologies can be exploited to endow intelligence to 

HRC

Human Robot Collaboration & AI for Sustainable Production workshop (ERF 2021), 14th April 2021
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Quick Poll

Human Robot Collaboration & AI for Sustainable Production workshop (ERF 2021), 14th April 2021



Challenges for sustainable 
production and

the role of Robotics
Dr Tuomas J. Lukka

Technical Director, hipcode
(former role: Chief Scientist of ZenRobotics)



ZR Origin story:
Where to apply AI in robotics



© ZenRobotics Ltd, used with permission



Another example



Dichotomy:

Molecular/atomic (brute force)

                    or Smart



Three ideas for discussion
● Fixit-bot

● Better understanding of reclaimed material streams

● Mass production → cheap localized, customized production

Attribution:  https://insights.rlist.io

https://insights.rlist.io/
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Challenges @ Sustainable Production (09:50 Interactive Session)

Talking Points: 

What could be the next big application combining robotic intelligence and sustainability?

How sophisticated would a “fixit-bot” have to be at least in order to gain market share?

Are there products where local, more flexible solutions could compete with mass 
manufacturing already now?
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Universität Osnabrück, Computer Science, Knowledge-Based Systems
and DFKI Lab Niedersachsen, Osnabrück, Plan-Based Robot Control

Joachim Hertzberg

HRC approaches in sustainable (agricultural) production
or: What would HRC mean if H and R were to produce maize silage?

or: What can HRC in ag production tell us about HRC in industry production?
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Where do we come from in ag tech?

Milking carousel
Img.: GEA

https://www.gea.com/de/solutions/round-the-clock-milking-farm.jsp

Strawberry planting 
Img. © Birgit Lang, merkur.de
https://www.merkur.de/lokales/erding/taufkirchen-vils-ort486318/erding-fuer-
bauern-beginnt-naechste-erdbeer-jahr-schon-jetzt-12742741.html

Maize harvest
Img.: CLAAS

Bonirob robot doing 
multispectral plant 

imaging 
Img. © Arno Ruckelshausen, 

Hochschule Osnabrück

Image without publication 
permission

https://www.merkur.de/lokales/erding/taufkirchen-vils-
ort486318/erding-fuer-bauern-beginnt-naechste-erdbeer-
jahr-schon-jetzt-12742741.html

Image without publication 
permission

https://www.gea.com/de/solutions/round-the-clock-
milking-farm.jsp
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Agricultural robotics

Springer Handbook of Robotics (20162)
Ch. 56: Robotics in Agriculture and Forestry

(M. Bergerman, J. Billingsley, J. Reid, E. van Henten)
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• sustainability is a must: economical, ecological; social is becoming vital

• uncertainty, dynamicity and change is inherent in the domain: 
soil, plants, weather, animals, prices, social acceptance, climate change, …

• (local) digitalization is advanced, but note interoperability blockages!

• state of the art is mostly driver/operator assistance as HRC, and it sells well –
full automatization only in single components/steps in the process chain

• high-profile operators get assisted; low-profile staff helps the machines

HRC in ag tech and ag robotics
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• Manipulation should be introduced into low-precision tasks first, where economic gains can be more readily realized, 
before the technology is refined and directed at tasks such as apple picking. [Handbook p. 1487]

Start with simple, yet valuable use cases, don’t try solving all at once!
• … due to the highly unstructured working environment, the inherent natural variability of the crop, and the unfavorable 

environmental conditions, … robust sensing and perception is key to successful deployments. [p. 1487]
“Reading” human behavior requires sensing and interpreting it. Semantically!

• A systemic approach where the crop production system is designed top-down with the robotic system as just one of its 
components is a much more promising route, yet one that is still in its infancy.  [p. 1488]
Don’t just change the robots! Change the processes to reflect emerging HRC!

• Human-robot interaction might be an interesting and cost-effective intermediate step – allowing for human guidance and 
supervision only when the machine needs assistance. [p. 1488]
In industry production, HRC and robot autonomy are currently both infeasibly hard.
Which of the two should we aim at?

Lessons from ag for HRC in industry production
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HRC @ Sustainable Production (09:50 Interactive Session)

Talking Points:

Which dimensions of sustainability? Economic, ecologic, social -- anything else?

What are examples of achieving sustainability in production by introducing robots?

How to achieve HRC: robots help humans, or humans help robots?



The project has received funding from 
the European Union’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation programme 

under grant agreement No 101017151

The FELICE EU project
FlExible assembLy manufacturIng with human-robot 

Collaboration and digital twin modEls

Manolis Lourakis
Foundation for Research and Technology – Hellas (FORTH)

European Robotics Forum, April 14 2021



At a Glance

• RIA project, 13 partners

• Duration: 42 months, 1/1/2021 – 30/6/2024

• Website: https://www.felice-project.eu/

2European Robotics Forum 2021



Mission Statement

• What: FELICE targets the application priority area of agile 
production and proposes the coordinated interaction and 
combination of human and robot skills

• Why: FELICE aspires to design the next generation assembly 
processes in which robots operate safely and ergonomically 
alongside humans. This will effectively address current and 
pressing needs in manufacturing for greater operational agility 

• How: FELICE combines adaptive workspaces, a cognitive robot
collaborating with workers and a digital twin orchestrating 
assembly operations. Pilot demonstrators in realistic settings are 
also foreseen

3European Robotics Forum 2021



Technical Objectives

1. Develop context-awareness via ubiquitous sensing

2. Ensure safety in human-robot collaborative assembly

3. Amplify fluency and ergonomics in human-robot collaborative 

assembly

4. Orchestrate the assembly process in real-time

5. Realize collaborative assembly lines for agile production in real 

production environments

4European Robotics Forum 2021
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Approach

European Robotics Forum 2021



Framework
• Two layers for operation, control and processing

• Local layer in support of synergetic task execution

– a collaborative assembly robot that will roam the shop floor 
assisting workers; the robot is a shared resource

– multiple adaptive workstations able to automatically adjust to 
individual workers’ somatometries and provide multimodal 
informative guidance and notifications on assembly tasks

– related sensing, actuating and computing capabilities

• Global layer for the intelligent orchestration of the assembly line

– digital replica of the physical assembly line supporting sensing 
and operating upon the real world

– constant monitoring; real-time operations planning; scenarios 
simulation; decision support

6European Robotics Forum 2021



Progress Beyond the State-of-
the-Art

• Human-robot collaboration beyond coexistence or sequential access

– Safe Human–Robot Interaction

– Human-Cyber-Physical Production Systems

– Open, scalable and secure IoT infrastructure

– Robot navigation in dynamic environments

– Object detection and 6D pose estimation

– Human behavior analysis

– Task-level programming

– New implicit measures for the design and assessment of HRC

– Machine learning for embedded industrial applications

– Skill-based orchestration and adaptation in assembly lines

7European Robotics Forum 2021



Impact
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• Increased adoption of collaborative industrial robotics
– lower costs
– improved flexibility and agility
– a single mobile platform supporting different workstations and

assembly tasks on demand
• Improved data privacy and security

– personal data, distributed system
• AI augmented automation

– with the human as the centerpoint
• Smart factories

– interoperability, expandability, modularity
• Societal impacts

– life-quality and work-ability, healthy and safe work environments
– decreased automation bias
– individualism

European Robotics Forum 2021



The work described in this presentation has been conducted within the project FELICE. This project has received funding from the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 (H2020) research and innovation programme under the Grant Agreement no 101017151. This 
document does not represent the opinion of the European Union, and the European Union is not responsible for any use that 
might be made of its content.

Thank you
&

stay tuned for more to come!



The project has received funding from 
the European Union’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation programme 

under grant agreement No 101017151

Enhancing the sustainable human robot 

collaboration through the experimental 

(Felice project) scenario

https://www.felice-project.eu/

Massimo DI PARDO - Alessandro ZANELLA

C.R.F. S.C.p.A.

EMEA - WCM Research & Innovation

Factory Innovation department
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Approach in the context

https://www.fcagroup.com

Which application can be Collaborative and 

sustainable?

• Sub-operations in Space Sharing

• Transport where manipulators/partners are used:

o Heavy objects

o Cumbersome parts

• Coordinated assembly with two operators working on the same 

operation

• Low productivity workstations and/or task

European Robotics Forum (ERF) 2021
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Benefit and constraints

A new work approach is allowed by newly available

technologies (Cobots) and ISO Standards for the safety in

industrial environment

Human and Robots can now collaborate

…with expected benefits such as: 

• Ergonomic increasing and workload reduction, 

• Product quality improvement

• Productivity improvement

There are strong necessary regulatory Constraints:

Harmonized standards

Type A EN ISO 12100 Safety of machinery-Basic concepts, general principles of design

Type B

EN ISO 13489 Safety of machinery-Safety related parts of control systems

EN ISO 11161 Safety of machinery-Integrated manufacturing systems basic requirements

Type C EN ISO 10218-1/2 Safety requirements for industrial robots

TS ISO/TS 15066 Robots and robotic devices-Collaborative robots

Additional constraints are coming from industrial standards, methods and operational approaches.
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Needs in the collaborative 

workspace

• Safety systems

• Cobot

– End effector (gripper, process tool)

– Tool warehouse, tool changer

• Functional sensors

• HMIs

• Layout design

– Constraints about objects position 

 working

 In supply

– Logistics

– Network connections, air…

Safety must take into account

every element in the workspace

Based on the specific application and its scheduled timings, the following has to be considered



Evaluate which operations get attributed to the Human and which to the Robot

Use the strictly necessary collaboration level for the application

 If the contact or the proximity are not necessary, you can use SMS or SSM mode (lower

costs, higher speed…)

 If the proximity and the contact are requested it is necessary to further evaluate the nature of

the contact

 (e.g. HG to take control of the robot's end-effector; possibility to stop and resume the motion

of the robot by a simple touch…)

Analyze constraints (architectural, logistic, quality, ergonomics, cycle time…)

and determine available room

Determine execution time, saturation (MTM with Robot timing analysis) and

define interaction and interfaces

5

Definition of the Application

European Robotics Forum (ERF) 2021
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Felice operational context

● Door assembling line

● Workers 

● Tools 

● Equipment

● Components

● Adaptive workstations

● Interactive & mobile Cobots

● Orchestrator 

European Robotics Forum (ERF) 2021
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AI and the ORCHESTRATOR

Operator consciousness
• Human behavior interpretation:

• Functional (needed for the specific application – e.g. need of 

next phase or change of collaborative mode) 

• Safety (collision avoidance)

• Communication with the operator 

• Explicit commands, feedbacks, Natural Language: HMIs 

• Interpreting the operator's needs (by learning and classification 

of voluntary and involuntary actions)

• Anthropometric adaptation

• Next actions simplification

• Wrong behavior identification

Workplace consciousness
• Human mapping

• Workplace dynamic mapping (e.g. robot position in space)

• Eventual unforeseen events

Work-application execution
• Programmed actions

• MES connectivity

• Transport

• Time scheduling respect

• Safety respect

The Collaborative 

Workplace is 

complex & dynamic!
Replanning and adaptation:
• Determining best actions/behavior

• Wrong behavior correction: defining best counteractions

• Replanning robot's sequence and actions

R
u

n
tim

e erg
o

n
o

m
ics evalu

atio
n

R
u

n
tim

e safety evalu
atio

n

AI 
+ rules 

DB 
of 

expected 
optimal 

behavior 
usable for :

Interaction among elements in the workspace is fundamental

H-M-Interaction 

Validation

Cognitive task analysis 

for specific scenarios

H-M-Interaction 

Definition

An HMInteraction analysis, considering collaboration modes and 

cognitive overload is useful

European Robotics Forum (ERF) 2021



• Is HRC a new possible extensive/sustainable approach in manufacturing ?

• It has many potential benefits; have we detected all of them?

• The identification of the proper application requires a review of the work

approach and is not trivial; How to do it better ?

• The work-application brings specific needs, requirements, constraints and

thus benefits/costs; Can we maximize the benefits/costs ratio?

• Commercial Cobots are many and most of the applications are now

feasible; Can we improve Cobots?

• Safety is the main constraint; can we relax these constraints without

increase risk level?

8

Open points

European Robotics Forum (ERF) 2021



Contact:

Massimo Di Pardo  – Alessandro Zanella

massimo.dipardo@crf.it  – alessandro.zanella@crf.it 

CRF S.c.p.A.

EMEA - WCM Research & Innovation

Factory Innovation department
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Thank you!

The project has received funding from the European 
Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation 

programme under grant agreement No 101017151
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Experimental Scenarios @ Sustainable production (09:50 Interactive Session)

Talking Points:

Is HRC/HRI a new possible extensive approach in manufacturing?

Have we detected all of the potential benefits of HRI?

Can we improve cobots, their safety and relax constraints without increasing risk level?



The project has received funding from 
the European Union’s Horizon 2020 
research and innovation programme

under grant agreement No 101017151

Francesco Longo
CEO @CAL-TEK
Associate Professor @UNICAL

www.cal-tek.eu
f.longo@cal-tek.eu

ERF 2021
Human-Robot Collaboration & 
AI for Sustainable Production 

Digital Twins and Multicapitals Sustainability

© CAL-TEK 2021 - Authorization for use of the materials 
contained in this presentation must be required to CAL-TEK srl



Outline
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• History and Definition of Digital Twins

• The 5-dimensions of Digital Twins

• The Digital Twin within the FELICE Project

• An example of Digital Twin

• The Multicapitals Sustainability

• A new Framework for integrating Digital Twin and Multicapitals Sustainability

© CAL-TEK 2021 - Authorization for use of the materials 
contained in this presentation must be required to CAL-TEK srl
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 A focused application of the cyber-physical system: the digital twin

The role of the Digital Twin in 
Industry 4.0 
History

© CAL-TEK 2021 - Authorization for use of the materials 
contained in this presentation must be required to CAL-TEK srl
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The role of the Digital Twin in 
Industry 4.0 
An early definition

 The Digital Twin (DT) is “an integrated multi-physical, multiscale simulation of a vehicle or system that uses
the best available physical models, sensor updates, fleet history, etc., to mirror the life of its corresponding
flying twin.”

NASA, 2010

© CAL-TEK 2021 - Authorization for use of the materials 
contained in this presentation must be required to CAL-TEK srl
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The role of the Digital Twin in 
Industry 4.0 
Definition in Manufacturing / Production

 Production

 “A digital representation that contains all the states and functions of a physical asset and has the possibility to
collaborate with other digital twins to achieve a holistic intelligence that allows for decentralized self-control”
[University of Stuttgart].

 “A virtual and computerized counterpart of a physical system that can exploit a real-time synchronization of the sensed
data coming from the field and is deeply linked with Industry 4.0” [Politecnico di Milano].

 “A digital copy of a product or a production system, going across the design, preproduction and production phases and
performing real-time optimization” [Chalmers University of Technology].

 “A digital copy of a real factory, machine, worker, etc., which is created and can be independently expanded,
automatically updated as well as being globally available in real-time” [Reutlingen University].

 “A dynamic model in the virtual world that is fully consistent with its corresponding physical entity in the real world and
can simulate its physical counterpart’s characteristics, behavior, life and performance in a timely fashion” [Beijing
Institute of Technology].

© CAL-TEK 2021 - Authorization for use of the materials 
contained in this presentation must be required to CAL-TEK srl
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Building a Digital Twin 
Cores of a 5-dimension Digital Twin

1. Physical Entity (PE)

 A Physical Entity (PE) consists of various subsystems and sensory 
devices.

 The sensors collect real-time states of the sub-systems (e.g. 
vibration, force, torque and speed) and their working conditions (e.g. 
environment parameters, loads, and control orders).

 Should an action be warranted in the real world, the digital twin 
produces the action by way of actuators, subject to human 
intervention, which trigger the physical process.

 Sensors and actuators complete the closed loop connection between 
the physical world and the digital twin.

5-dimensions digital 
twin

© CAL-TEK 2021 - Authorization for use of the materials 
contained in this presentation must be required to CAL-TEK srl
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Building a Digital Twin
Cores of a 5-dimension Digital Twin

1. Physical Entity (PE)
2. Virtual Entity (VE)

5-dimensions digital 
twin

 A Virtual Entity (VE) is the digital companion of the PE that works with 
it across the lifecycle.

 A VE consists of a set of models, including geometry models, physics 
models, behavior models, rule models, etc.

 VE’s functions:

 to reproduce the real properties, behaviors and rules of the 
physical counterpart;

 to operate autonomously;

 to predict problems;

 to validate performance before they are completed.

© CAL-TEK 2021 - Authorization for use of the materials 
contained in this presentation must be required to CAL-TEK srl
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Building a Digital Twin
Cores of a 5-dimension Digital Twin

1. Physical Entity (PE)
2. Virtual Entity (VE)
3. Connections (CN)

5-dimensions digital 
twin

 Seamless connection enables every element in the digital twin 
interacts with each other.

 Three categories

 connections within physical space;

 connections within virtual space;

 connections across physical & virtual spaces.

 Entities in the physical space can be interconnected for data 
exchange.

 Models and information systems would be linked to form an integrated 
information flow.

 Synchronization between physical entities and their corresponding 
virtual components.

© CAL-TEK 2021 - Authorization for use of the materials 
contained in this presentation must be required to CAL-TEK srl
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Building a Digital Twin
Cores of a 5-dimension Digital Twin

1. Physical Entity (PE)
2. Virtual Entity (VE)
3. Connections (CN)
4. Data (DD)

5-dimensions digital 
twin

 Data is the driver that provides intelligence to make the constructed 
digital twin operate continuously.

 Data of the digital twin come both from:

 the physical space (e.g. product lifecycle data from physical 
entities);

 the virtual spaces (e.g. simulated data from digital models).

 More valuable information will be accumulated for the digital twin 
starting from large and diverse data sets.

© CAL-TEK 2021 - Authorization for use of the materials 
contained in this presentation must be required to CAL-TEK srl
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Building a Digital Twin
Cores of a 5-dimension Digital Twin

 It is essential to encapsulate functions provided by the digital twin 
into standard services for easy and convenient usage

 Services are expressed in standard formats to describe their inputs, 
outputs, basic information, function and quality with user-friendly 
interfaces

 For the users, the services are black boxes that can be used without 
any knowledge of internal mechanisms

 Users need to offer the input parameters and demands (e.g. cost, 
time, quality) to the services and will obtain the results that they 
require (e.g. evaluation results, optimized parameters and predictive 
states)

1. Physical Entity (PE)
2. Virtual Entity (VE)
3. Connections (CN)
4. Data (DD)
5. Services (SS)

5-dimensions digital 
twin

© CAL-TEK 2021 - Authorization for use of the materials 
contained in this presentation must be required to CAL-TEK srl
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Building a Digital Twin
The Digital Twin within the FELICE project

 understanding

 learning

 reasoning

Cyber-Physical System

 real-time monitoring

 coordination

 control

Digital Twin

© CAL-TEK 2021 - Authorization for use of the materials 
contained in this presentation must be required to CAL-TEK srl



Building a Digital Twin
A real example of Digital Twin

 Mission: to investigate the production line capacity, bottlenecks and efficiency to assess whether
orders’ deadlines are met and to propose better plans and production schedules.

 Context: a medium size factory, global excellence center in the production of
equipment and products for the Oil & Gas industry.

 Solution: a digital twin based cyber-physical system enables real-time data
fusion for predictive analysis and control of a production line.

© CAL-TEK 2021 - Authorization for use of the materials 
contained in this presentation must be required to CAL-TEK srl



Sustainability in Digital Twins
The Multi-capitals Sustainability Approach

In order to develop a strategy on sustainability that is aligned with the business vision of a company the
concept of multi-capitals should be considered.

© CAL-TEK 2021 - Authorization for use of the materials 
contained in this presentation must be required to CAL-TEK srl



Sustainability in Digital Twins
The Multi-capitals Sustainability Approach

 In order to develop a strategy on sustainability that is aligned with the business vision of a company the
concept of multi-capitals should be considered.

 Are we able to give a definition of sustainability for all these capitals?

© CAL-TEK 2021 - Authorization for use of the materials 
contained in this presentation must be required to CAL-TEK srl



A new Framework
Including Multi-capitals  Sustainability in Digital Twins

© CAL-TEK 2021 - Authorization for use of the materials 
contained in this presentation must be required to CAL-TEK srl



The FELICE project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 (H2020) research and innovation programme 
under the Grant Agreement no 101017151. This document does not represent the opinion of the European Union, and the 
European Union is not responsible for any use that might be made of its content.

Thank you!

© CAL-TEK 2021 - Authorization for use of the materials 
contained in this presentation must be required to CAL-TEK srl
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Digital Twins @ Sustainable Production (09:50 Interactive Session)

Talking Points

Are we able to define a set Key Performance Measures (KPI) for all the multi-capitals? 

 Technical Capital

 Financial Capital

 Shareholders related Capital

 Human Capital

 Environment Capital

 Relational Capital

 … 
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Interactive Session

Join a Breakout Session

Four group discussion sessions @ Breakout rooms

Group 1: Challenges @ Sustainable Production

Group 2: HRC @ Sustainable Production

Group 3: Experimental Scenarios @ Sustainable Production

Group 4: Digital Twins @ Sustainable Production

Breakout rooms

Human Robot Collaboration & AI for Sustainable Production workshop (ERF 2021), 14th April 2021
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Back at 10:15

 Conclusions and Outlook
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Challenges @ Sustainable Production

Talking Points: 

What could be the next big application combining robotic intelligence and sustainability?
How sophisticated would a “fixit-bot” have to be at least in order to gain market share?
Are there products where local, more flexible solutions could compete with mass manufacturing already now?

Discussion points:
● There is a need for definition of sustainability in robotics and the specific applications (agriculture, production, etc.): 

how do you define sustainability and how should that be addressed with the tools that were presented in the workshop?
● The application areas are highly complex environments already, there is a need for prioritizing, making clear what  the 

biggest goals and challenges in these areas are. Then we can make a plan on how to address the challenges and 
increase sustainability. We need to pinpoint where AI and robotics have the biggest impact.

● Sustainability and externalities: sustainability often means causing a cost and a profit that is not directly visible or first 
visible over a long period of time. This makes it difficult to make sustainability projects a priority

● Getting transparency into production processes is vital: it’s currently difficult to include in the business evaluation and 
show the monetary advantage of introducing sustainability into production for high level management, it’s all about 
the costs and often sustainable projects have high initial costs

● Calculating the effects of sustainability is difficult, but it’s necessary to show the advantages to high level management
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HRC @ Sustainable Production

Talking Points:

Which dimensions of sustainability? Economic, ecologic, social -- anything else?
What are examples of achieving sustainability in production by introducing robots?
How to achieve HRC: robots help humans, or humans help robots?

Discussion:
Of the questions presented in advance, most of the audience statements referred to the (deliberately provocative) 

question How to achieve HRC: robots help humans, or humans help robots? Obviously, framing HRC research as 

achieving humans to help robots will not be accepted. On the other hand, if we think of HRC as part of an industrial 

process that needs to be economically sustainable (among other aspects), then there may be steps where robots 

assist humans, as robots have complementary strengths; and there may be steps where both automation and 

robot-helps-human HRC are technically infeasible, so humans, with their complementary strengths, could enable 

robot work. Practically, it is a question of utility (cost and benefit); research should be open for both directions and 

for their combination and intertwining
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Experimental Scenarios @ Sustainable production

Talking Points:

Is HRC/HRI a new possible extensive approach in manufacturing?
Interaction is complex, does this increasing collaboration makes sense? How to improve this interaction?

One solution is an orchestrator to cope with complex and dynamic environments, select the action according to the needs of 
the worker, needs to catch the true behaviour of the workers 

Workers are different, find new ways to do a job. How to adapt to this? 
Exploit task sequence, allow operator to ask directly for assistance

Is it necessary to create a user model of each worker? 
Behaviour models are difficult, profiling workers is not well accepted; rather find trends in behaviour of workers using the 
repetitiveness of tasks; exploit the timeline in the shift, e.g. fatigue visible from postural effects
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Digital Twins @ Sustainable Production

Define the Key performance measures (KPI) for the multi-capitals

The discussion was oriented toward the definition of a number of Key Performance Indicators (kPIs) to be integrated within Digital Twins for 
monitoring and improving the Multi-Capitals Sustainability. The following KPIs have been defined:

Technical Capital: Depreciation = Cost of the Asset / Useful Life

Financial Capital: Financial Capital = Savings in Costs, Payback period

Shareholders related Capital: Shareholders related Capital = ROE, Indicators for Company Debts – expectation for cash flow growth

Human Capital: Human Capital = Ability to retain your employee (especially the young employees)

Relational Capital: Relational Capital = % of R&D projects with Universities, expenditure for communications with the aims of attracting 
customers, suppliers

Environmental Capital: Environmental Capital = CO2, NOx emissions 

Image Capital: Image Capital = Impact in media (number of people talking about the company because the company is green)

Stakeholders related Capital: Stakeholders related Capital = Annual growth of the company

Intellectual Capital: Intellectual Capital = IP protections (number of patents)

Identity and Ethical Capital: Identity and Ethical Capital = gender balance, number of young employees, employees nationality
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Conclusion and Wrap-up

- Sustainable production in waste management and recycling: How can we save 
resources and materials; where can robotics make a difference?

- What can industry HRC learn from agriculture HRI: what does sustainability 
encompass (social sustainability is vital). When is HRC appropriate, when should we 
aim for HRC and when for full autonomy?

- FELICE project addressing a great challenge in robotics: coordinated interaction and 
combination of human and robot skills in agile production

- The role of digital twin in production, how to build a 5 dimensions digital twin and 
multi-capitals sustainability approach

- Which applications can be sustainable and collaborative, what are the potential 
benefits, and how can we maximise benefit/cost ratio

Human Robot Collaboration & AI for Sustainable Production workshop (ERF 2021), 14th April 2021
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Thank you

Markus Vincze,                 
TU Vienna, Austria

vincze@acin.tuwien.ac.at 

Maria Pateraki, National 
Technical University of 

Athens, Greece
mpateraki@mail.ntua.gr 

Franziska Kirstein, Blue Ocean 
Robotics, Denmark

fk@blue-ocean-robotics.com 

Sharath Chandra Akkaladevi, 
Profactor GmbH, Austria

sharath.Akkaladevi@profactor.at 

More Information:
● https://www.profactor.at/events/erf-2021/ 
● https://www.felice-project.eu/2021/03/04/erf2021-workshop-on-human-robot-collaboration-ai-for-sustainable-production/ 
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